and guides mitochondrial proteins across the organelle's outer membrane. Many experiments 2 have demonstrated that the complex forms pores in the outer membrane that are each made up of a channel-forming β-barrel protein called Tom40 and six proteins containing single α-helical membrane-spanning segments -three receptors (Tom22, Tom20 and Tom70) that recognize mitochondrial precursor proteins for import and three sub units (Tom5, Tom6 and Tom7) that are functionally less well defined. Structural analyses have suggested that the TOM complex has two or three pores 3, 4 . But although these studies made it relatively clear that Tom40 is the major poreforming component, they were not conducted at high-enough resolution to identify the positions of the other subunits, nor to define whether precursor proteins traverse the membrane through the Tom40 β-barrels or through the spaces formed between the β-barrel pores.
Shiota et al. incorporated an unnatural amino acid into various sites in Tom40 in vivo. On activation by light 5 , this amino acid forms crosslinks with neighbouring proteins, revealing the positions of each subunit in the complex relative to Tom40. The authors overlaid these crosslinking data on a computational model of the structure of the Tom40 β-barrel, which was generated using previously obtained data [6] [7] [8] . On the basis of the observed crosslinks, the researchers proposed a three-pore model for the TOM complex, in which three Tom40 β-barrels (each consisting of 19 β-strands that span the outer membrane) are bridged by three Tom22 molecules, such that each Tom22 binds to two β-barrels. Tom5, Tom6 and Tom7 are positioned at the outer face of the β-barrel (Fig. 1) . Importantly, Shiota and colleagues also analysed inter actions between Tom40 and examples of two major types of precursor protein. They observed that, during import, only amino-acid residues facing the interior of the β-barrel are crosslinked to the precursors. These data strongly support the idea that precursor proteins cross the outer membrane through β-barrels. The two types of precursor analysed -one containing positively charged targeting signals, one hydrophobic -seemed to take different routes through Tom40. Whether all precursor proteins are imported through the β-barrel, or whether some take alternative routes, remains to be clarified. It will be interesting to investigate the import routes of proteins that were previously suggested 2 not to use Tom40. It will also now be possible to analyse the folding state of precursors as they pass through the narrow pore of the β-barrel.
The functional significance of the three pores in the complex remains unclear. Previous biochemical work 9, 10 indicates that the TOM complex undergoes structural re arrangement during protein import. It could be that all the pores are identical and simultaneously active, or that two 
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Architecture of a protein entry gate
The TOM complex guides precursor proteins from the cell's cytosolic fluid into organelles called mitochondria. Biochemical analyses reveal the architecture of this complex and show how precursor proteins pass through its narrow pores. 1 defined relative positions of subunits in the complex. The complex is made of three Tom40 subunits, which are connected to one another by Tom22 subunits. Each Tom40 subunit forms a pore across the membrane through which precursor proteins can pass from the cytosol into the space between the outer and inner mitochondrial membranes, possibly aided by the movement of Tom40's amino-terminal domain. Tom5, Tom6 and Tom7 subunits are located around the periphery of the pores. The relative positions of the receptor proteins Tom20 and Tom70, which bind the precursor proteins, could not be precisely determined in this study and so are not included in this illustration. inactive pores maintain the conformation of one active pore. It could also be that several pores are needed to attract the protein-synthesis machinery, thus ensuring that precursors are swiftly imported after their synthesis. It will be interesting to see whether molecular modification 11 , such as phosphorylation, of the TOM complex influences its multimeric state or its conformation.
Shiota and colleagues' model provides clues to a possible molecular mechanism under lying the structural rearrangement of the TOM complex. Tom22 contacts Tom40 where the first and last β-strand meet, an optimal site for Tom22 to regulate the conformation of the β-barrel. Notably, the first and last β-strands of Tom40 are parallel to one another. Lateral opening (in which these β-strands part, opening the barrel lengthways across the membrane) has been reported for β-barrels sealed by antiparallel strands 12 . Because the stability of parallel β-strands is lower than that of anti parallel strands, the conformational flexibility of Tom40 and thereby of the entire complex might be higher than previously assumed. This could reflect the role of the complex in transporting diverse types of precursor protein.
Finally, the authors' model suggests that the amino-terminal segment of Tom40 can traverse the β-barrel from the cytosolic side to the inter-membrane space. Perhaps this segment blocks the pore, retracting before or during protein import. Alternatively, it might have an active role in moving precursor proteins across the barrel. The loops connecting individual β-strands are also likely to be involved in protein movement, as in related bacterial transporters 13 . Future experiments should address how the interplay between precursor proteins and TOM-complex receptors influences the architecture of the entire complex. Does it undergo conformational changes as precursors are moved? Evidence suggests that some precursor proteins can also exit mitochondria through the TOM complex 14 , raising questions about how directionality is achieved. Because different types of precursor protein preferentially bind to different receptors, it is likely that the TOM complex responds to each type in a different manner.
The TOM complex cooperates with different downstream translocases to ensure that precursor proteins reach the correct location. Perhaps binding to downstream translocases changes the conformation of the TOM complex to optimize the efficiency with which specific types of precursor protein are imported, even before they bind to the complex 15 . The new model will allow a directed analysis of the interplay between the TOM complex and downstream translocases, building on previous studies 1, 10, 15 . Shiota and colleagues' pioneering model will certainly inspire many hypothesis-driven analyses. Moreover, it will provide impetus for further structural and functional studies of the molecular mechanisms that underlie mitochondrial-protein import. ■ 
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K L E O M E N I S TS I G A N I S
A bout 4.5 billion years ago, the Solar System formed in a disk of gas and dust particles that surrounded the newly born Sun 1 . The 'giant' planets (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune) formed first, within the few million years of the disk's lifetime. Closer to the Sun, the small, rocky 'terrestrial' planets (Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars) took tens of million years to form, by collisions of numerous smaller objects generated in the disk. Myriad small bodies formed the asteroid belt between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. Despite decades of attempts, no computational realization of standard formation theories has reproduced the mass and orbital distribution of both the terrestrial planets and the asteroids. Writing in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, Izidoro et al.
2 show that this is not possible.
In the standard scenario of terrestrial-planet formation, planetary building blocks are segregated into two mass categories: a few tens of large planetary embryos, and several thousand small planetesimals from which embryos also grew while gas was still around. The embryos are roughly the size of Mars, whereas planetesimals are at most a few hundred kilometres across. All of these objects follow circular, co-planar orbits, and their number density decreases slowly with distance from the Sun. They are also gravitationally perturbed by the giant planets, whose orbits have remained roughly unaltered since they began to form. As the system evolves, the strong gravitational pull that embryos receive from the giant planets and from each other deforms the embryos' orbits, which begin to cross. A cascade of collisions follows, forming planets as the embryos merge and collect planetesimals. Leftover planetesimals become asteroids.
Such simulations produce a small number of planets and a belt of leftovers that are broadly similar to the present Solar System, on reasonable timescales (see ref. 3, for example). Yet despite improvements, the detailed mass and orbital distribution of the inner Solar System are exceedingly difficult to reproduce. In the real Solar System, Venus and Earth are comparable in mass, and they orbit between the smaller Mercury and Mars (Fig. 1a) . But standard models suffer from the 'Mars problem': in place of Mars, another planet forms that is comparable in size to Earth, and additional Marssized embryos can get stuck in the asteroid belt.
Although planets follow nearly circular, co-planar orbits, asteroid orbits are much more elliptical, and can be inclined to the ecliptic (Earth's mean orbital plane) by as much as 30°. Only part of this 'excitation' is explained by gravitational perturbations from the planets acting over the lifetime of the Solar System. If embryos had got stuck in the primordial belt, as suggested by standard simulations, this could have excited asteroid inclinations. But
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How the Solar System didn't form
Standard planet-formation models have been unable to reconstruct the distributions of the Solar System's small, rocky planets and asteroids in the same simulation. A new analysis suggests that it cannot be done.
